
Data Center Solutions
Motorized Service Carts with Lifters
Innovation Designed Around You

Data Center Solutions

Ergo-Express® Motorized Service Carts with Lifters are a safe and compact 
solution for moving supplies required for maintenance within data centers. 
With a motorized service cart, one staff member can move all the necessary 
equipment and tools that previously took multiple staff members or trips. 
Hitch a lifter to your cart to ensure you have the ergonomically correct height 
and positioning for adjusting components. Rather than the cumbersome task 
of manually transporting all of your equipment, now everything you need is 
located within one power drive system.

Benefits

• Eliminate the risk of push/pull injury that comes with transporting 
heavy tools and equipment throughout your facility.

• Use of lifter allows for working on individual components at an 
ergonomic height. Eliminate the strain on muscles, joints, and discs 
associated with high/low heights and high load lifts.

• Increase efficiency by allowing any one staff member to perform a task 
that previously took multiple staff members or trips.
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INNOVATION
for

DATA CENTER
maintenance

Safe Transportation Options

Our material handling solutions provide a compact solution for moving 
data center specific materials, equipment and supplies. 

“It is extremely rewarding working for a company that is 
dedicated to making a positive impact in workplace 
safety. This common goal shared by our entire team 
further contributes to the family atmosphere within 
our office.”

-Zach Lanars, Marketing Assistant
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PHS West, Inc. Power Drive Solutions
Customizable Options

Our power drive systems are built with a level of modularity and customization 
that is unsurpassed by competitors. At PHS West, Inc. we take the definition of 
ergonomics literally in everything we do by fitting the tool to the person and not 
trying to make the person fit the tool.

• Carts: The multiple models of motorized carts will allow you to fit the best tool to 
your specific application and budget. A wide variety of containment, securement, 
and shelving options are available. Multiple drawer size combinations are available 
in our “gang” locking drawer cabinets.

• Lifters: Our lifters are completely modular in design; no longer will you need to 
make a cookie cutter product work for your application.

Featherweight® Motorized Service Carts
Features

The array of Featherweight® Motorized Carts offer a safe and efficient 
way to move heavy equipment and supplies. Our ergonomic power 
drive solution for the transport of materials allows staff the ability to 
transport larger loads in fewer trips and reduces potential staff injury.

Lifters
Features

Our lifters are a line of material handling equipment that offer huge 
advantages over stationary or manual systems. Lifters streamline 
operations taking place in a data center setting allowing one person to 
do the task that previously took two to three. With precise height and 
alignment adjustments, adjust necessary IT equipment up to 600LB in 
racks with ease. Our lifters are the lightest lifter on the market with the 
smallest available footprint.


